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SHAPE FIBRATIONS AND FIBER SHAPE

EQUIVALENCES, I

By

Hisao Kato

0. Introduction.

In [6],Coram and Duvail introduced approximate fibrationsand Mardesic and

Rushing [11] generalized this and denned shape fibrations. For compact ANR's,

shape fibrationsagree with approximate fibrations. M. Jani,analogous to fibermaps,

defined fiber morphisms and fiber shape equivalences [8]. In [4], Chapman proved

the Complement Theorem, i.e.,if X and Y are Z-sets in the Hilbert cube Q, then

Xand Fhave the same shape (i.e.,Sh(X)-Sh(F), see [2]) iff Q-X and Q-Y

are homeomorphic.

In this paper, we define notions of fiber fundamental sequences and fiber

shape equivalences and prove that if a fiber fundamental sequences between

approximate fibrationsis a shape equivalence, then it is a fibershape equivalence.

Also, we prove the following: Let E, E' and B be compacta in the Hilbert

cube Q and let E,E'aQ be Z-sets. Then a map p:E-^B over B is fiber shape

equivalent to a map p': E'->B over B if and only if there is a homeomorphism

h＼Q ―E~Q-Ef such that for each bzB and each neighborhood W of p'~＼b)in

Q, there is a neighborhood W of t>~l(b)in Q such that h(W-E)<zW'-Ef.

All spaces considered will be metrizable. If x and y are points of a metric

space, d(x,y) denotes the distance from x to y. A proper map p: E-+B between

locally compact, separable metric ANR's is an approximate fibration[6] if given an

open cover 1/ of B, a space X and maps h＼X-*E, H:XxI->B such that ph=ff0,

then there is a homotopy H: XxI->E such that H0=h and H and pH are cI/-close,

where Hi{x)―H{x,t). Let E=(Ei}qij) and B=(Bi,nj) be inverse sequences of com-

pacta and let p=(p%) be a sequence of maps pi'.Ei-^Bi. Then p:E-+B is a feyg/

map if for any *'and j^i, piqij―njpj. A map/>:£■-+£between compacta is a

s/2≪&?fibration[11] if there is a level map />:E-*B of compact ANR-sequences with

KmE=E, lim B=B and limp―p satisfyingthe following property; for each i

and e>0 there is j^J and <5>0 such that for any space X and any h:X-+Ej,

H:XxI-+Bj with d(pjh,Ho) = sup{d(pjh(x),Ho(x))＼xeX}<8, there is a homotopy
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H:XxI-*Et such that d(H0,qijh)<e and d(piH,rijFI)<e. Such {Eh8) Is called a

liftingpair for (Fu,e).

1. Fiber fundamental sequences.

In [8], M. Jani introduced the notions of fiber morphisms and fiber shape equi-

valences. In this section, we conveniently give the following definitions (compare

[8, Definition 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3]). It is assumed that E, E' and B are compacta con-

tained in the Hilbert cube Q and maps p: Q->Q and pr: Q-^Q are extensions of

maps p: E-≫B and p': E'-+B, respectively.

Definition 1.1. A fundamental sequence (see [2]) f = {fn,E,E/}Q,Q is a fiber

fundamental sequence over B if for any s>0 and any neighborhood U' of E' in Q

there is a neighborhood U of E in Q and an integer n0 such that for each n^n0

there is a homotopy //: UxI->U' satisfying

(1) H0=fn0＼U and Hi=fn＼U,

(2) d(p'Ff(x,t),p(x))<e, x U,t£l.

Remark 1.2. Definition 1.1 is independent of the choices of the extensions p

and pf of p and />',respectively.

Definition 1.3. A fiber fundamental sequence f = {fn,E, E')q,q over B is fiber

homotopic to a fiber fundamental sequence g={gn, E, E'}q,q over B {fo^Lg) if for

any s>0 and any neighborhood U' of /t'in Q there is a neighborhood U of /? in

Q and an integer ≪0 such that for any n^n0 there is a homotopy K: Uxl-+Uf

satisfying

(1) K0 = fn＼U and K^gn＼U,

(2) d(p'K{x, t),p{x))<s, xeUjel.

Remark 1.4. If /: E―>E' is a fiber map over j5 (i.e. P'f=p), f induces a

fiber fundamental sequence f―＼fn,E,E'＼qj), where fn=f :Q->Q is an extension of

/. Also, we can easily see that the composition of fiber fundamental sequences

over B is a fiber fundamental sequence over B.

Proposition 1.5. Let p: E-+B, p': E'-+B and p" : E"-≫B be maps over B and

let fi ―{fi,n, E, E'}q,q and q% ―{gi,n,E', E"}q,q (i = l, 2) be fiber fundamental sequences

over B. If /, c^Lfi and a, £^rlg2, then gxfx r~^l^2/2-
b - - b - ~ ' n ~ '

Definition 1.6. A map p: E-+B over B is fiber shape equivalent to a map
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P': E'->B over B if there are fiber fundamental sequences over B f = {fn,E,E'}q,q

and g = {gn,E',E＼Qa such that g/r^rlls and fa c^±^e<, where lg denotes a fiber

fundamental sequence induced by the identity 1E: E-+E. Such / is called a fiber

ahahp. p.nuwalftnrcanp.rR

Proposition 1.7. If a fiber fundamental sequence f―{fn,E,Er)Q,Q over B is a

fiber shape equivalence over B, then for any compactum BidB the restrictionf＼p~l(Bx)

―{fn,P~l(Bi),pf~l(Bl)}Q,Qis a fiber shape equivalence over Bu

A map p: E->B between compacta Is shape shrinkable if p Induces a fibershape

equivalence from p: E-*B to the identity 1B '■B--+B. Let p:Slx S1->-Sibe the same

as [6, p. 277, Example]. Then it is easily seen that p is fiber shape equivalent to

the projection q:p~'1(b)xS1-^Sifor beS1, but p is not fiber homotopy equivalent to

the oroiection a.

2. Fiber shape equivalences.

In this section, we shall show that if a fiber fundamental sequence from a

shape fibrationto an approximate fibrationis a shape equivalence, then itis a fiber

shape equivalence. By using this result, we see that a map p: E->B between

compact ANR's is shape shrinkable if and only if p is a CZs-map.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let E, E' and B be compacta and let p: E->B and p1: E7-+B be

shape fibrations. If a fiber fundamental sequence f={fn, E, E'}q,q over B is a weak

domination (see [7, p. 8]) in shape category, then f is a fiber weak domination, i.e.,

for any £>()and any neighborhood U' of E' in Q, there is a neighborhood U of E

in Q and an integer ≪0 satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.1 such thatfor any

7]>Q and any neighborhood Wall of E in Q there is a neighborhood W'cU' of E'

in Q, a map g: W'-*W and a homotopy R: W'xl-+U' such that

(1) d{hief),p'{.e'))<v, e'sW,

(2) R(e',O)= e', R(e',l)=fnog(e'), e'sW and

(3) d(h'R(efJ),t'(e'))<e, e'eW'tel.

Proof. Since f={fn,E,E'}Q,Q is a fiber fundamental sequence, there is a

neighborhood U of E in Q and an integer n0 such that for each n^n0 there

is a homotopy Fno,n' UxI~>U' such that Fn^n(e, O)=/no(<?),Fno,n(e,l)=fn(e) and

d(p'Fno,n(e,t),p{e))<el2for eeUjel. Let 57X) and FF be any neighborhood of £

in Q with We £7. Since />:E->.6 and />':E'-~*B are shape fibrations,by [11,
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Theorem 1], inductively we can find compact ANR's Ei,Ei,Bi (£=1,2,3) and s≪>

0, <5i>0 (£=1,2) and an integer ni^n0 such that

(1) WzdExdEtz>£33Inte £,d£, f/'dE,'d£,'d£8'3IntQ Z<y3Zs',

B^B^B^lntgBs^B and p(Ei)aBi,p＼Ei')c.Bi (£=1,2,3),

(2) (E2f,3i) is a lifting pair for (ZT/,£i) and (Zs3,<?2)is a lifting pair for (Zi12,e2),

(3) any 2c2~near maps to Z?2 are srhomotopic and

(4) ei<e/2, £2<Min{J?,e/2} and fni(Et)czEi' (£=1,2,3),

d{p'fni＼Ez,$＼Ea)<dt and d(p'fni＼E,,fi＼Et)<et.

Since / is a weak domination in shape category, we may assume that there is a

neighborhood W of E' in Q with FF'cZis', a map g': W'->E3 and a homotopy

#: PF'xZ-^Zi/ such that

(5) H(e',0)=e', FI(e',l)=fnig'(e'), e'zW.

By (4), &(pg＼e'),p>H(e>,l))=d{pg＼e'),p'fnig'(e'))<82, e'sW. By (2) and [11, Proposi-

tion 1], there is a homotopy H'.W'X I->E2 such that

(6) H{ef ,l) = g＼e'), e'eW and

(7) d(0,p'H)<e2.

Define a map g: W'-*Ezcl W by

(8) g(e')= H(e',0), e'sW.

By (4),(5),(7) and (8) we have

(9) d(pg(e'), p'(e'))<az<Min {v, e/2}.

Define a homotopy L: Wx[0,2]-+Esf by

(10) L(*',s)=j

Me', s) e'eW, 0<s^l,

fHlH{e',2-s), e'eW, l^s^'l.

Then L(e',O) = e' and L{e'',2)=fnig(e'), e'eW. By (4),(7) and (10),

(11) d(p'L(e＼ s),p'L{e', 2-s))=d(p'H(e', s),p'fnfl{e＼ s))

^d(p'H(ef, s),pH(e', s))+d{pH{ef, s),p'fnfi(e', s))

<s2 + £2= 2s2, O^s^l.

By (3), there is a homotopy K: P7'x[0,2]x[0,l}-*ft such that

(12) K(er,sJ) = p'L{e',s), t^l-s or t^_s-l,

(13) d(fi'(e'),K(e'ts,l))<slt 0^s^2.
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Define a map U: Jf'x(0x[(U]U[0,2]xQu2x[(U])~+Zs2' by

(14) L'(e',s,t) = -L(e',s), 0^s^2, /= 0,

■L(e',2), s=2, O^t^l.
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Then p'L'=K＼ IFx(0x[O, 1]U[0,2]xQu2x[0, Ij). By (2), there is a map K:W'X

[0,2]x[0, ].]-£,'such that

(15) K＼W'x(0x[0,l]U[Q,2]x0[j2x[0,l])=L' and

(16) dip'KiKXs!.

Define a homotopy G: rx[0,2h£/ by

(17) G(e',s)=R(e',s,l).

By (4),(13),(16) and (17) we have

(18) d(p'G(e',s),p＼e'))^d{p'K{er,s,1),K{ef,s,l))+ d(K(ef,s,1),p'{e'))

<£i+ei<e.

Then G{e',0)= e' and G{e',2)=fnig(e'),e'e W. Define a homotopy R: W'x[0,3]-+U'

bv

(19) R(e',t)=＼

Then R(e',O) = ef, R(e>,3) = fnog(e') and d(p'R(e',t),p'(e'))<e for e'e W, /e[0,3].

Hence / is a fiber weak domination.

Corollary 2.2. L^ />:£"-*.£?and p': E'-*B be shape fibrations between com

pacta. If a fiber fundamental sequence f={fn,E,E')Q,Q is a weak domination in

shape category, then for any compactum BidB, the restriction

f＼p-KB1) = [f≫,p-KBi),pr-l{Bl)}Q.Q

is a fiber weak dotninatian, hence we have the following.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

If p'1(Bi) is movable (see [3]),then p'~l{Bi)is movable.

If p~l(B1)£ACn(see [3]),then p'-^BfeAC".

If p~＼Bi)is an FAR (see [3]),then p-^Bi) is an FAR.

Fd^W^FcU/Z-m)) (see [3]).

Theorem 2.3. Let p: E―≫Bbe a shape fibrationfrom a compactum E to a

compact ANR B and let p':E'-*B be an approximatefibrationbetween compact
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ANR's. Then a fiber fundamental sequence f―{fn, E, E'}q,q over B is a fiber

shape equivalence if and only if it is a shape equivalence.

Proof. It is enough to give the proof of sufficiency.Since EJ and B are

ANR's, we may assume that thereis a neighborhood U of E in Q and an extension

p:Q~>Q of p:E-+B such thatfn{U)c:Ef for alln and p{U)aB. Let £,>s2>£3>---,

be a sequence of positivenumbers with limsi=0. Since p is a shape fibration,

inductivelywe can finda sequence [/d^dBi +i/sD^dEj+i/s^-, of compact ANR'ss

an increasingsequence ki<ki<k%<---, of naturalnumbers and a sequence 8,>dz>

d3>"', (Si<£i)of positivenumbers such that

(1) intqEi-DE and f＼Et=E,
i-l

(2)

(3)

{Ei+i/Z,28i)Is a liftingpair for (Ei,£ij2),i―1,2,･･･,and

for each k^ku there is a homotopy Fki,k:EtXl->E' such that Fki,k(e,())~

fki(e),Fki,tie,l)=Me) and d{pfFkhk{eJlK{e))<H, eeEt,teI.

Since p': Ef-+B is an approximate fibration, there is a sequence d/><V><V>---,

(S/<di) of positivenumbers such that(E',8/) is a lifting pairfor (Ef, dt). By Lemma

2.1, we may assume that there is a map gi'.E'-+Ei+U2 and a homotopy i?£:£"'X/->

is' for each i such that

(4) d{Mer),P'(e'))<di', e'eE',

(5) &(<?',0)= e', RiW,l)=f*#i{e'), e'eE' and

(6) d(pfRi(ef,t),p'(e'))<ei,ef£E',t$I.

Since / is a shape equivalence, by the construction of cji(see the proof of Lemma

2.1) we may assume that there is a homotopy L,-.:Ei+iXl->Ei^1/2 with Li(e,0)=e,

Li(e,l)=gifjtt+l(e),e£Eul. By (4), we have

(7) d(pLi(eA),p7kiJe))^d(pgJhJe),prfk.Je))<d/, eeEi+i.

Hence, by (2) and the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.1, there is a map

fkt+i"･Ei+i-*E' and a homotopy Mr. Ei+]xI―>Ei such that

(8) dip'f^JeimXdi, eeEi+1,

(9) Mi(e,0)=e, M1(e,l)=gtflH+l(e), eeEut and

(10) d(pMi(e,t),p(e))<ei, eeEi+1.

By (3),(5) and (9), we can define a homotopy d: Ei+iX[0,3]-+Ef by
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(11) Gi(e, 0 = - fkiM&fZ-t). 1^^2 ,

■F,H,k.(e,t-2), 2^^3.
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By (3),(6),(10) and (11), we have

(12) Gi(e,0)=/;iM(e), Gi(e,3)=/*i+1(e), eeEt+l and

(13) d(p'Gi(e,t),p(e))<2ei, eeEi,,, 0^^3.

By (12) and (13), we obtain a fiber fundamental sequence /' over B induced by

{fjCi:EiCi-+Ef}such that f'c^Lf- By (5),(9) and (12), we can define a homotopy

Si:E'xr0,51->Ei bv

Mi(flri+1(<?V), 0^5=1,

(14) Si(e',t)= -giGi(Qi+1(e'),t-l), I^g4,

■giRi+1(e',5-t), A^t^b.

Then Si(e',O)=gi+1(e'), Sj(e',5)= {/i(e').e'^E'. Also by (4), (6),(10), (13) and (14), we

have d(pSi(e',t),p'(e'))<4tei for e'eE' 0^t^5. Hence we obtain a fiber fundamental

sequence g over B induced by {gi: E'-+Ei}. By (9) and (10), we conclude that

Q.f/~*~/gf '―' I/?- Also by (5) and (6), fa ^~--/1K.. Hence / is a fiber shape equi-―
B

―
B '~ B

valence, over R.

Corollary 2.4. Let p : E-≫B and p': E'-±B be approximate fibrations between

compact ANR's. If a fiberfundamental sequence f={fnE, E'}Q,Q over B is a shape

equivalence,then itis a fibershape equivalence. In particular,if a fiber map f: E->

E' over B is a homotopy equivalence,it is a fiber shape equivalence.

The next result follows from Vletoris-Smale theorem, [10, Lemma 2.3 or 11,

Theorem 41, Corollary 1.7 and 2.4.

Corollary 2.5. Let p: E^>B be a map between compact ANR's. Then the

followingare equivalent.

(1) p is a CE-map.

(2) p is a homotopy equivalenceand an approximatefibration.

(3) p is shape shrinkable.

(4) p is a hereditaryshape equivalence.

3. The Complement Theorem of fiber shape equivalences.

In this section, we prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Let E, E' and B be compacta in the Hilbert cube Q and let

E,EraQ be Z-sets. Then a map p: E-+B over B is fiber shape equivalent to a map

p':E'-*B over B if and only if there is a homeomorphism h'.Q ―E^Q ―E' such

that for each beB and each neighborhood W ofp'~＼b)in Q, thereis a neighborhood

W ofp-Hb) in Q such that MW-E)cW'-E'.

Corollary 3.2. Let E, E' and B be compacta in the Hilbert cube Q and let

E,E'cQ be Z-sets. Then a map p: E->B over B is fiber shape equivalent to a map

p': E'―>B over B if and only if there is a homeomorphism h:Q ―E~Q~E' such

that for any extension p': Q->Q of p' there is the extension p : Q->Q of p such that

p＼Q-E=S'h.

Corollary 3.3. Let E and B be Z-sets in the Hilbert cube Q. Then a map

p: E^-B is shape shrinkable if and only if there is an extension p : Q-+Q of p such

that p＼Q―E:Q ―E=Q ―B is a homeomorphism.

Let yj be a collection of subsets of a space Y. A map /: X-> Y is HJ-close

to a map gcX->F if for each xeX, there is f/e^U such that {f(,x),g(x)}czU. A

homotopy H: XxI-*Y is 'V-limited if for each ^el there is U&HJ such that /7({x}x

I)aU. A closed subset A in a space X is a Z-se£in X if for each open cover CU

of X there is a map of X into X―A which is 'U-close to the identity ＼x. A map

/: A―>X is a Z-embedding if / is an embedding and f{A) is a Z-set in X.

The proof of Theorem 3.1is analogous to one of Chapman's [4],but much

sharper resultswillbe used. We need the followings.

Lemma 3.4 (see [1, Theorem 3.1] or [5, Theorem 11.2]). // (A, Ao) is a com-

pact pair and f:A-+Q is a map such that f＼A0is a Z-embedding, then for any open

cover 1J of Q there is a Z-embedding g:A-+Q such that g＼A0=f＼A0 and g is CU-

close to f.

Lemma 3.5 (see [1,Theorem 6.1] or [5,Theorem 19.4]). Let Mbe a Q-manifold,

A be a compactum and let F:AxI-^-M be a map such that Fo and Fi are Z-

embeddings. If F is HJ'-limitedfor an open cover HJ of M, then there is an isotopy

H:MxI-*M such that Ha = id, HiFn = Fi and H is RJ-limited.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let h:Q―E=Q―E' be a homeomorphism satisfying

the condition as above. Note that for each fteiTand each neighborhood W of p~＼b)

in Q there is a neighborhood W of p'~＼b)in Q such that h~＼W ~E')zlW~E. In

fact,suppose, on the contrary, that there is a sequence {#/}i=i.2....such that x/s
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Q―E', lira xi'=x'ep'~1(b) and h~＼xir)^Q― W for each i. Choose a subsequence {x'ni}
i-wo

of {xi} such that ＼im.h~i{x'nt)='x£E―p{b). Let W＼ and W2 be neighborhoods of

p'~＼b) and p'~＼p{x)) in Q, respectively, such that Wi'f}W2'=<p. Since there is a

neighborhood PT2 of p~＼p{x)) in Q such that h{W2-E)aW2'-Er and A-V≪<) JP8

for almost all i,h(h~i(x'ni))= x'ni£W/, which implies the contradiction.

Since EcQ is a Z-set, there is a homotopy F:QxI-*Q such that F(q,Q)=q,

F(q,t)£Q-E, for q£Q, 0<^l. Similarly there is a homotopy G:QxI-^Q such

that G(q,0)=q, G(q,t)eQ-Ef, for qeQ, 0<t^h Define maps fn:Q-≫Q and gn:Q-^

Q for each integer n by fn(q)=h(F(q, 1/n)), gn(q)=h-＼G(q,lln)), for qsQ. Consider

f={fn,E,Ef}Q,Q and g = {gn,E',E}QiQ. Then we shall show that / and g are fiber

fundamental sequences over B such that gf c^lXe and gf c^l＼e'- Let p:Q-+Q

and $': Q~>Q be extensions of p and />',respectively. Let U' be a neighborhood

of E' in Q and lete>0. For each beB, choose a neighborhood C6 of 6 in Q such

that diamCj<£/2. Then there is a neighborhood W& of p"＼b) in Q such that

h(Wb-E)cz[U'r}p'-1(Cb)]~E/ and ^(PF6)cC6. Choose a finite collection {JT6l, l^2, -:
m

Wbm) such that ＼J Wb^E. Also choose a neighborhood U of E in Q and an integer

No such that F(Ux[O,llNo])c:h-＼U'-E')UE and for any qsU, F({q}X[0,1/A^])c

JF&i for some ?. For each n^N0, define a homotopy H: Ux[lln+l,llny+U' bj

£T(?,t)=h(F(q, t)),for 9 C/,l/≫+ l^/^l/≪. Then /%, l/≫ + l)=/≫+i(?), ^, l/n)=Uq]

and d(p(q),f>'H(q,t))<e, for # C/,l/n + l^t^l/n. Hence / is a fiber fundamental

sequence over .S. Similarly, g is a fiber fundamental sequence over 5. To see

that gf'~-~/Ik, choose a neighborhood U of E in Q and s>0. By the same waj
B

as above, we can choose a neighborhood V of E' in Q and ei>0 such that h~~l(V-

E')cz U-E and h~lG{qt t)e U, for q£V, 0</^ei and d{ph'xG{q, t),p'(q))<e/2, for ^ P

0<^ei. Choose a small neighborhood V of E inQ (VcU) and £2>0 (s2<£i) sucr.

that hF(q,t)£~Vf, for ge F, 0<^£2 and d(pfhF(q,t),p(q))<ej2, for # 7, 0</^£2

Also, we may assume that d{pF(q,t),p{q))<ej2, for qo. V, Q^t^e2. Let iVi be ar

integer sucn that £2>ljNu Then for each n^Nu we can define a homotopj

H- VyT-±TT hv

h-lG(hF(q,lln),ljn-t)

F(q,{t~l)j{l-n)),

Then H{q, O) = gnfn(q), H(q, l)=q for qz V d(p(q), pH(qt t))<e, for q£ V, t£l. Hence,

of /~~~/1 g- Similarly, fa /~^-/lw.>. Thus p is fiber shape equivalent to p' over 5.- b '
~ b

Conversely, we shall construct a homeomorphism h＼Q―E~Q―E' satisfying

the condition of Theorem 3.1. Let p : Q~+Q and p': Q~+Q be extensions of p and

b', respectively. Let f―{fn,E,E'}Oo and Q―{qn,E＼E＼o o be fiber fundamental
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sequences over B such that gf ^=LlE and fgc^lIe'. Let {sK} be a decreasing

sequence of positive numbers such that f] sn<00- We inductively construct se-

quences {Un} and {Vn} of open sets in Q and a sequence {/≪,,}of homeomorphisms

of Q onto itselfsatisfying the following properties.

(1) E= n Un and Un]XdUn, for each n^.＼ ,

(2) E' = r＼Vn and 7stlcFB! for each n^1 ,

(3) hi~-hhx(Un)(Z Vn, for i^2n-l,

(4) fe-Wi(f/n)D7B+i, for fs;2w,

(5) /k|Q― Fn=k*, for i^2n,

(6) hi＼Q―h2n---h2hi(Un)~id, fori^2w + l,

(7) d(p'ki(q),p'(q))<4.en, for qzQ, i^2n ,

(8) d(p'hv~hthx(z),b)<2zn, for 6c5, z£p~＼b) and t^2≪-l.

First, we will construct a homeomorphism /zi:Q-*Q. Let V, be a small neigh-

borhood of E* in Q. Since / is a fiber fundamental sequence over B, there is an

integer JVi and a neighborhood Z?, of Z? in Q such that for m^n^Nx there is a

homotopy Fn,n : 5i X /-> Fi such that Fn,m(q,o) = /≫(?), Fn,m(g, 1) = /≪(<?) and

d{p'Fn,m(qJ), p(q))<eil2, for g iii,£e/. By Lemma 3.4, there is a Z-embedding ≪,:£

->Fi such that there is a homotopy H'.ExI-^-Vi such that Ha ―a{ and Hi=fNl＼E

and d(p'H(q,t),p(q))<£il2, for <?gZs,^ /. By Lemma 3.5, there is a homeomorphism

hi'.Q->Q such that Ai|£1=≪]. Since Fi is an ANR, we may assume that there is

an extension H: E, x/->F, of #such that H0=hl＼Eu Hx=fNl＼El and d(p;H(q, t),p(q)]

<e,/2, for qreE,, ^/.

Next, we will construct a homeomorphism A2: Q->Q. Let Ux cEi be a small

neighborhood of E in Q such that Ai(£/i)cFi. Since g is a fiber fundamental se-

quence over B, there is an integer N2^NX and a neighborhood Z?/ of £' in Q

such that for m^n^N2 there is a homotopy Gn,m : Ei'xI->Ui such that Gre,TO(g,0)=

97i(<7),Gn,m(q, l)=gm(q) and d(pGn,m(q,t),p'(q))<£il2, for <? £/, ife/. By Lemma 3.4,

there is a Z-embeding ai:E'-+Ui and a homotopy K:E'xI-^Ux such that iTo = a:2,

irI=s';v2|.E"and d(pK(q,t), jS'(?))<ei/2,for ^eE', jfcJ. By choosing JV2 sufficiently large,

we may assume that there is a homotopy L:E'xI-*V＼ such that L0=fNzgN2＼E',

Li=id and d(fi'L(q,t),$'(q))<eu for <? E', /e/. Define a homotopy M:/?'x/^F5

by
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MLq,t) =
q)At-l),

q*E＼ 0^^1/4,

q£E＼ 1/4^/^1/2,

qzE', 1/2^^3/4,

qzEf, 3/4^^1.
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Then M0=AifY2, M^id and d{p'M{q,t),p'(q))<eh for q£FJ, tel. By Lemma 3.5,

we may assume that there is a homeomorphism h/:Q->Q such that h2/＼E/=h1a2,

W＼Q- Vt = id and d(p/h2/(q),p/(Q))<ei,for qeQ. Let h2 = (h2f)'K

Also, we will construct a homeomorphism hs:Q-+Q. Since hi(Ui) is an ANR,

there is a neighborhood E2' (E,'c£7) of E' in Q such that E''<zE2''zih2h,{lJ＼)and

there is an extension K:Ez'xI--^hi(Ui) of h＼K such that Ko―h/＼E2/, K＼―hiQN^E?!

and d(p'K(q,t),pf(q))<su for qGE2f, tel. Let F2 be a small neighborhood of £"in

Q such that F2cFi, F2c£12/. Since/ is a fiber fundamental sequence over B,

there is an integer NS^N2 and a neighborhood E2c:El of E1 in Q such that for

m^n^N-i there is a homotopy Fn>m :JE12x/->F2 such that Fn,m(q,Q)=fn(q), Fn,m(q,l)

=fm(q) and d(p'Fn<m{q,t),p(q))<s2j2,for ge£2,^e/. Choose a Z-embedding cxs:E->

V* and a homotopy R: ExI^V2 such that R0~as, Rl=fN&＼Eznd d(p'R(q,t),p(q))<

£2/2,for ^e^1, /e/. By choosing iS/"8large, there is a homotopy D: ExI-^Ui such

that D0=gN;ifNs＼E, Dx = id and d(pD(q, t),p(q))<eu for qsE, tsl. Then we can define

a homotonv T: Ex T->h≫k,(T7,)bv

T(g,t) =

qeE, 0^*^1/4,

qeE, 1/4^/^1/2,

qeE, 1/2^^3/4,

qeE, 3/4^^1.

Then T0= as, Tx^h2hx＼E and d(p/T(qJ),p(q))<Ael, for qeE, tsl. By Lemma 3.5,

there is a homeomorphism h3:Q-+Q such that h&＼Q―h2hi(Ul)= id, hshzhi＼E=as and

<*(£'*.(?)>£'(0))<4ei,for tfeQ.

If we continue the process as above, we have desired sequences {Un}AVn} and

{hn} satisfying the properties (1)―(8)as we wanted. Define a map h: Q―E-+Q ―E'

by h(q)= Y＼m.hfhihi{q) for qzQ―E. By (1)―(6),h is a homeomorphism (see [4]).

To prove that h is a desired homeomorphism, for each bzB choose a neighborhood

W of p'~＼b)in Q. Let 7V0 be an integer and s>0 such that VN^f＼p'-＼B{b;e))c

PF"',where 5(6; s)= {x£Q＼d(x,b)<s}. Choose an integer n0 such that S4era<e/2.

By (8),hi-hMP~1ib))cp'-l{B{b)ej2)) for ^2≫0-l. Let w,=Max {^.WoK"" Choose

a neighborhood PF of ^-≫(6)in Q such that WcUni and h2ni-1-~h2hl(W)c:p'-l(B(b;

e/2)). By (3) and (7),hih^v-hzhlW)cL VN^p'-＼B{b＼t)) for i^2≪,-l. Hence A(W-
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E)<zW'-E'. This completes the proof.

Corollary 3.4. Let p: E-+B be a CE-map from a compact ANR E to a com-

pactum B. Then p is shape shrinkableif and onlyif B is an ANR.

Proof. Sufficiency follows from Corollory 2.5. Suppose thatp is shape shrink-

able. By Corollary 3.3,there is an extension p:Q^-Q of p such that p＼Q―E:Q―

E^Q ―B is a homeomorphism. Since E is an ANR, there is a neighborhood U of

E in Q and a retraction r: £/"->£.Clearly, there is a retraction r': p(U)-+B such

that pr(x)=r'p(x) for # £/. Hence 5 is an ANR.

In [9],Kozlowski proved the following. If E and B are Z-sets in the Hilbert

cube Q, then a map p: E-+B between compacta is a hereditary shape equivalence iff

there is an extension p:Q->Q of p such that p＼Q―E:Q~E^Q ―B is a homeo-

morphism. Hence by Corollary 3.3 we have the following.

Corollary 3.5. Let p: E-≫B be a map between compacta. Then p is shape

shrinkable if and only if p is a hereditary shape equivalence.

By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.5,we can easily see the following.

Corollary 3.6. Fiber shape equivalences preserve shape fibmtions. In parti-

cular, hereditary shape equivalences are shape fibrations.

Finally, the author would like to thank the referee for helpful comments.
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